OOKAWA and GoTOH8,9,10)have studied the surface electroencephalogram (EEG)of chickens by the chronic experimental method and determined its normal patterns from wakefulness to sleeping and the effect of anesthesia on EEG.
In their experiments,electric activity revealed many interesting characters, including phase reversals at certain regions of the brain.
The phase reversal mentioned above,was originally observed in the examination of a series of leads on the surface of the skull,including the frontal and parietal regions,for relative polarity.
Owing to the dipole hypothesis concerning the EEG origination,it was suggested from this examination that further attempts might possibly determine the site and role of the dipole as the origin of EEG.
In the present experiment,analysis was made on the electric field concerning the phase reversal by using the bipolar leads of chronically implanted electrodes. analyzed the electric field upon the surface of the skull and concluded that the alteration in the orientation of an electrode to the skull induced changes in potential distribution.
METHODS
In addition to WALTER and BRAZIER,many investigators,such as ECCLES1), BREMER3),COOPER4),LINDSLEY7),and PANTEK11)established different theories concerning the origin of EEG.
TowE and RUCH13)(1961),however,pointed out as follows.Several lines of evidence show that the EEG in mammals depends for its existence upon the electric properties of cortical cells,especially the pyramidal cells .Certain characteristics of the essential processes can be surmised from the basic properties of individual cells.The electrical space-constant of the cell body is so large that the cell body must behave as a unit,i.e.,show no dipole properties. On the other hand,the minute dendritic projections of the soma,because of their high internal resistance,have space constants less than their own length . This means that they should be seen as moving dipoles by a distant electrode immersed in the same volume conductor.It is for this reason that many believe the EEG to result from the summation of dendritic activity and especially of any vertically oriented projection,which should be,on the average,closer to a surface electrode and show a greater solid angle.
Recently 
